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“New Norfolk Air Uniforms” 
 
Last evening Norfolk Air unveiled its new cabin crew uniforms to coincide with the 
locally based cabin crew returning to flying the services now operated by Our Airline. 
The first intake of Norfolk Island based crew all now employed directly by Norfolk 
Air are six of the former Ozjet employees who have completed their on-the-ground 
training with Our Airline and now undertake an extensive onboard difference training 
programme under the tutelage of the Our Airline cabin crew trainers commencing 
tomorrow. 
 
The new uniforms designed by leading Sydney corporate designer, Dallen Concepts, 
give a distinctive and professional look, at the same time being functional and 
comfortable for the crew to wear. To launch the new uniform and to welcome back 
the cabin crew of Karen Thompson, Melissa Snell, Alice Rogers, Cindy McCoy, 
Nyree KiwiKiwi, and Adrian Evans, Norfolk Air held a small promotional function at 
the Olive Café attended by the Chief Minister Andre Nobbs, the Finance Minister, 
Neville Christian and other Members of the Executive, along with key suppliers to 
Norfolk Air. 
 
The cabin crew are all extremely enthusiastic and eager to get back in the skies to 
complete their training and again contribute to the Norfolk experience for our visitors 
as well as giving our travelling locals that special ‘welcome aboard’. 
 
Commenting on the return to duty of the Norfolk based cabin crew, Norfolk Air’ CEO 
Jeff Murdoch said “Everyone at Norfolk Air is excited to have the local crew back 
onboard the flights. Whilst extremely happy with the job the ‘Our Airline’ crews have 
done since taking over the flying at the end of April, the local crew are undoubtedly 
fine ambassadors for Norfolk and will add a distinctively Norfolk flavour to the 
service provided to our visitors to the Island. Welcome back, and at the same time a 
very big thank you to the Our Airline crews who will continue to be part of the scene 
for some time yet until the completion of the training and certification processes with 
the local crews.” 
 
   


